1. Encourage volunteering within your own organisation!

Organise a mapping event!

• Offer half a day off for a mapping event that can be joined by staff and honorary members. You can use the “MapMyDay” checklist to set up the event.

• Add “MapMyDay” to your organisation’s event calendar for December 3.

Activate the members of the NGO for individual mapping activities!

• Map your organisation’s offices on Wheelmap (if they are open to the public).

• Tell your local chapters about “MapMyDay”, encourage them to organize a local mapping event with members on December 3 (or thereafter).

• Tell volunteers to mark places on Wheelmap on December 3.

2. Spread the word!

Promote “MapMyDay” to the public!

• Follow “MapMyDay” on Facebook, Twitter and Google+ and retweet or share our posts.

• Promote “MapMyDay” on your website and your social media channels and use the materials available in the Promotional Kit at http://mapmyday.org

• Write a blog article about your own engagement for “MapMyDay” or the state of accessibility in your country/region/city and connect the article’s content to the goals of “MapMyDay”. Add a link to www.mapmyday.org

• Tweet or post about your support for “MapMyDay” using the campaign hashtag #mapmyday

Inform your network!

• Inform associated NGOs, partners, volunteers and supporters about “MapMyDay” in your newsletter or in a special announcement by email. You can use the sample texts at www.mapmyday.org as a guideline.

Tell the world that you support the campaign #mapmyday. You can become a partner here: www.mapmyday.org/en/partner/register

All materials which you can use for your engagement with “MapMyDay” are available for download in our Supporter Kit. Please visit: www.mapmyday.org/downloads